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THE GOLD STANDARD FOR ACTIVITY MONITORING


MEET STEPWATCH™





AN FDA-LISTED MEDICAL DEVICE









A CE MARKED MEDICAL DEVICE













UNPARALLELED ACCURACY

The Modus technology has been validated in over 600 peer-reviewed publications. Its superb accuracy has StepWatch™ being used as the gold standard by researchers and companies such as Google, Fitbit, and Samsung Digital Health for measuring the accuracy of their fitness monitors.

Don’t take our word for it – here’s the proof.
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VIEW ALL PUBLICATIONS











PRECISION MONITORING FOR EVERY NEED

Our custom suite of products is tailored to fit a wide range of use cases, from Clinical Trials to Research Institutions to ongoing Clinical Care.




For Clinical Trials


LEARN MORE










For Research
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For Clinical Care


LEARN MORE
















Learn More About Our Products















SEEING WHAT OTHERS DON’T

Every step a person takes tells a story; but for that story to translate into effective research findings or clinical interventions, the data must be accurate. Modus’ StepWatch™ has been proven accurate at measuring walking where other monitors fall short. We seek to improve healthcare outcomes through precise, evidence-based decision making.
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See The Proof













ORDER

To place an order for one of our products, click below.
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SUPPORT

Support for Modus health products including the StepWatch™ Activity Monitor is available M-F 9:00A-5:00P PST. We strive to respond to support requests within 24 hours.
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WHO WE ARE

We know that good data is only useful if it provides actionable insights that improve care. For over 20 years, that spirit of excellence in data collection and analysis is in the foundation for everything we do. 


GET TO KNOW US
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